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domestic markets, and are not in a position to contest foreign markets. Of the 
relatively more efficient concerns in any industry, there are often comparatively 
few who can offer effective competition in any given market; it is the 
CoMpetition Of such concerns alone which needs to be eliminated if a producer is. 
intent upein gaining monopoly control of that market."I 5  Viner  's 'vie‘v was not 
supported by eyery observer; for eXaMple, Viner hirriself quotes the observations 
of the Cambridge economist A.C. Pigou the'effeCt that "Destructive dumping 
into England from abroad does her take p1 ace:116 

In summary: during this early period when  the  was intreasing 
discussion of commercial policy, and partict.darly in the first part of the century, 
it was believed by at least sàme Influential observers that there waS a probleir 
of predatory .dumping, that that Was -an a.spect .  Of the existence Of  trusts or 
cartels based in tariff-prOtected markett, that this predatiOn required a .  
legiSlated remedy, but that to ilake a ihdwing of -intent to deStroy a °mention 
for seduring the  application of the remedy maa7"7"FLe remedy unWorkable. 
Removing (a.s in the U.S. legislation of 1921) or avoidinz (as in  the  Canadian 
legislation of 1904) a requirement  ta  show predatory intent operieci the Way fOr 
the invoking of the anti-dumping provisions in situations-in Which no evidence  of 

 predation collet be shown, and for the elaboration Of an international system 
(CATT Article Vi and the Ani-dumping Code) which  ignores  the IsstMs of 
predatory intent, except inferentially in Article  li of the Codet 7  addressed to 
the issue of "sporadic dumping!". 8  

The apparent conflict between anti-dumping policy and competiti3On 
policy has been one focus of attention in the .discussion of the broader issue of 
the conflict between trade policy and competition policy. The lack of 
parallelism between legislation directed against the anti-competitive effects' of 
price discrimination in domestic commerce, as that legislation has been 
administered in .the U.S., Canada, the EEC, and legislation directed agairst 
allegedly  • njurious price discrimination in import trade, has been extensively 
cornmented upon. There is already a substantial literature which makes the •case 
that the standards of injury or adverse impact are different in these two areas, 
that they address the.  issue  of adverse impact with regard to different entities, 
that procedure.s under the two ca.tegories- of legisiatiOn are different, that the 
effect on competition is ignored in anti-dumping law and practice, and, moreover 
that the anti-dumping  system often brings about or sanctions measures (such IS 
an exporter's agreement or exporters' agreement to raise prices) which are anti-
competitive. We shall be re-examining ., re--stating this issue below. in the 
balance of this chapter we 5hall briefly note the state of the debate as to the 
contradiction between competition policy and the anti -dumping provisions, 

Aniti-dumpin g rati trust 

A substantial number of U.S. trade policy practitioners, mostly 
members of the trade law bar, have noted the anticcompetitive effe-ct of  anti-
dumping  measures, and a number of them, learned in both trade law and anti-
trust law, have been critical of the anti-dumping sytern. Viner had noted  the 

 relationship between the Sherman  Act  and the anti-dumping provisions; Tr °S-r 
detailed studies of dumping and of the U.S. anti-dumping  system have explored 
that relationship, and many have noted apparent contradictions in policy. For 
example, in a detailed and important survey eticie in 1958, Peter Ehrenhaft, 


